1. **Learning Objectives:**
   1. The candidate will understand the types of risks faced by an entity and be able to identify and analyze these risks.
   2. The candidate will understand the concepts of risk modeling and be able to evaluate and understand the importance of risk models.
   4. The candidate will understand the approaches for managing risks and how an entity makes decisions about appropriate techniques.
   5. The candidate will understand the concept of economic capital, risk measures in capital assessment and techniques to allocate the cost of risks within business units.

**Learning Outcomes:**

(1b) Explain risk taxonomy and its application to different frameworks.

(2c) Analyze and evaluate risk aggregation techniques, including use of correlation, integrated risk distributions and copulas.

(2f) Analyze the importance of tails of distributions, tail correlations, and low frequency/high severity events.

(2h) Construct approaches to modeling various risks and evaluate how an entity makes decisions about techniques to model, measure and aggregate risks including but not limited to stochastic processes.

(4j) Demonstrate risk management strategies for other key risks (for example, operational, strategic, legal, and insurance risks).

(5b) Define the basic elements and explain the uses of economic capital. Explain the challenges and limits of economic capital calculations and explain how economic capital may differ from external requirements of rating agencies and regulators.

(5c) Apply risk measures and demonstrate how to use them in capital assessment. Contrast regulatory, accounting, statutory and economic capital.
1. Continued

Sources:
ERM-702-12: IAA Note on ERM for Capital and Solvency Purposes in the Insurance Industry

ERM-101-12: Measurement and Modeling of Dependencies in Economic Capital

SOA Monograph- A New Approach to Managing Operational Risk -Chapter 8

ERM-106-12: Economic Capital-Practical Considerations-Milliman

Commentary on Question:
Commentary listed underneath question component.

Solution:
(a) To acquire the data needed for your initial analysis, you meet with Bill, the Chief Investigator of the CIU, and Tom, the head of JDY’s claims department. Bill and Tom use different criteria to identify fraudulent claims.

(i) Explain how the absence of a universal risk language may inhibit the effectiveness of a company’s ERM framework.

(ii) Recommend effective risk management practices that should be adopted by JDY in order to ensure consistent reporting of fraudulent claims.

Commentary on Question:
3 coherent points for each part required for full credit. Other responses than those provided below could be valid. Responses for part (ii) needed to focus on the reporting of fraudulent claims to receive credit. No credit was provided for recommending generic ERM practices with no consideration of fraudulent claims or JDY.

Part (i)
- Reinforces “silo approach” to risk management.
- Inconsistent risk measurements may complicate risk aggregation.
- Focus is on form over substance.

Part (ii)
- Develop standard templates to be used across the organization to ensure consistency.
- Assign a “risk owner” to aggregate data and report to management.
- Clearly define what constitutes a fraudulent claim and how loss should be reported.
1. Continued

(b) JDY’s current economic capital level is maintained at a level such that, in a given year, JDY will have no greater than a 0.5% chance of losses due to fraudulent claims exceeding capital held. You propose using the Actuarial Approach for modeling annual aggregate losses based on the data provided.

(i) Describe the three main components of an economic capital definition in the context of JDY.

(ii) Recommend an appropriate distribution for modeling JDY’s frequency of fraudulent claims. Justify your response using the data provided.

(iii) Describe the key attributes of an appropriate distribution for modeling average loss amount for fraudulent claims for JDY.

Based on the proposed model, you perform 10,000 Monte Carlo simulations of future fraudulent claims activity and determine that the appropriate standalone economic capital is $35,700,000. JDY’s CEO comments that the economic capital amount seems excessive, but is satisfied that the work is complete and the requirements of Solvency II are met.

(iv) Describe the requirements of the CEIOPS Use Test pertaining of the use of internal models for measuring economic capital that should be communicated to the CEO.

(v) Outline and explain the key considerations for incorporating fraudulent claims risk into JDY’s aggregate economic capital framework.

Commentary on Question:
- Partial credit was provided for a list of the components for part (i) without incorporating the context of JDY. Many candidates did not provide qualitative justification for frequency distribution.
- Credit was awarded for other distribution (e.g. negative binomial) with appropriate justification.
- Most candidates did not address requirements of the CEIPS Use Test that pertain to the CEO or senior management. Instead, most candidates focused on best practices for internal models.
- The primary focus of part (v) was on correlation with other risks and how the correlation, if any, would be modeled.
1. Continued

Part (i)
- Risk Measure: JDY uses the Value at Risk metric.
- Probability Threshold: 99.5%.
- Time Horizon: One Year.

Part (ii)
Recommendation: Poisson Distribution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>X</th>
<th>xbar</th>
<th>(x-xbar)^2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>17.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>3.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>10.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>3.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>7.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Mean and Variance are approximately the same, which implies that Poisson is appropriate.
- Frequency distribution should be discrete rather than continuous.
- Poisson only allows positive values.

Part (iii)
- Data is truncated at $1,000,000 – appropriate modifications should be made to distribution.
- Losses should be limited to positive values.
- Fraudulent losses tend to have a heavy tail – distribution should put appropriate weight to right tail.

Part (iv)
- Senior management should be able to demonstrate understanding of the model.
- Senior management should be able to demonstrate understanding of limitations of the model and take these limitations into account in decision making.
1. Continued

Part (v)
- Determine whether fraud risk is correlated with other risks managed by JDY.
- Expert judgment should be reviewed and monitored against actual experience whenever possible.
- Ensure that fraudulent losses are not already captured elsewhere in the calculation of economic capital.

(c) You are provided the following list of five claims with face value in excess of $3,000,000 over the past 10 years.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Total Loss Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>$3,300,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>$4,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>$5,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>$6,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>$15,000,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(i) Calculate the current aggregate expected annual loss due to fraud risk using the Actuarial Approach. Show your work.

(ii) Determine the expected reduction in aggregate loss under each Option. Show your work.

(iii) Propose additional considerations, apart from reduced expected losses, that JDY should consider when evaluating its purchase decision.

Commentary on Question:
- Full credit was awarded for candidates that provided the aggregate loss over 10-years or the aggregate annual loss for part (ii).
- Responses for Part (iii) must be made with specific consideration given to JDY.
- Given that the preceding parts of the question dealt with Economical Capital considerations, responses regarding the impact of each option on economic capital were more valuable than other standard responses.
1. Continued

Part (i)
Mean frequency = 48/10 = 4.8
Mean Severity = $88,800,000/48 = $1,850,000
Aggregate Expected Annual Loss = 4.8 * $1,850,000 = $8,880,000

Part (ii)
Option 1: Fraud Monitoring System
New Mean Frequency = 4.8 * (1 - 0.3) = 3.36
New Mean Severity = $1,850,000
New Mean Aggregate Expected Annual Loss = 3.36 * $1,850,000 = $6,216,000
Reduction = $8,880,000 - $6,216,000 = $2,664,000

Option 2:
By removing claims in excess of $3,000,000 we are left with 43 claims.
New Mean Frequency = 43/10 = 4.3
New Mean Severity = $55,500,000/43 = $1,290,697
New Mean Aggregate Expected Annual Loss = 4.3 * $1,290,697 = $5,550,000
Reduction = $8,880,000 - $5,550,000 = $3,330,000

Part (iii)
- Choice of option will have implications on JDY’s EC calculation. Option 1 reduces the frequency of expected fraud cases, which should reduce required EC. However, Option B theoretically caps the expected loss for an individual fraud case at $3,000,000, which will significantly reduce JDY’s risk exposure.
- Option 1 represents a one-time cost while Option 2 would be an ongoing, perhaps variable, cost.
- JDY should consider the operational risk of each option. Option 1 introduces additional technology risk while option 2 introduces additional people risk.
2. Learning Objectives:
2. The candidate will understand the concepts of risk modeling and be able to evaluate and understand the importance of risk models.

Learning Outcomes:
(2e) Evaluate the theory and applications of extreme value theory in the measuring and modeling of risk.
(2g) Analyze and evaluate model and parameter risk.
(2h) Construct approaches to modeling various risks and evaluate how an entity makes decisions about techniques to model, measure and aggregate risks including but not limited to stochastic processes.

Sources:
Article: Modeling Tail Behavior with Extreme Value Theory, Risk Management, Sept 2009
Article: Variance of the CTE Estimator, Risk Management, August 2008
SOA Monograph- A New Approach to Managing Operational Risk -Chapter 8

Commentary on Question:
This question tests the candidate’s ability to apply extreme value theory to model operational risk, assess the precision of estimated capital requirement and evaluate the estimation method for a particular company. Candidates generally struggled with the calculation components of the question in parts (a)(i), (a)(ii), and (b)(i), and performed better with the explanation and recommendation components in parts (b)(iii), (c)(i), and (c)(ii).

Solution:
(a) You are simulating 1,000 values resulting from the entire CDF and you are given the highest five numbers generated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Simulated value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>996</td>
<td>0.9903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>997</td>
<td>0.9913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>998</td>
<td>0.9928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>999</td>
<td>0.9955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.9983</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. Continued

(i) Demonstrate that $k = -0.247$ and $s = 251$.

(ii) Calculate KTY’s economic capital using the simulation results. Show your work.

**Commentary on Question:**

Part (a)(i) required the recollection and application of the formulas in the “Modeling Tail Behaviour with Extreme Value Theory” source reading. Many candidates failed to recall these formulas and struggled with these calculations.

Part (a)(ii) required the application of the formulas provided in the question, along with the use of the simulated values to determine the economic capital at the CTE(99.8) level. Full credit was awarded for calculating the economic capital using either the last three data points (rank 998, 999, and 1,000) or the last two data points (rank 999 and 1,000).

(i) $u$ is set at the 70th percentile  
$x$ represents only those values in the distribution beyond the 70th percentile  
$u = 6.0$

$\bar{x} = \frac{1}{3} \sum_1^3 (x - u) = \frac{((6-6) + (10-6) + (1000-6))}{3} = 332.7$

$w = \frac{1}{3} \sum_1^3 (x - u)^2 = \frac{((6-6)^2 + (10-6)^2 + (1000-6)^2)}{3} = 329,350.7$

$A = 332.7^2 / (329,350.7-332.7^2) = 0.5062$

$s = 0.5 * 332.7 * (1+0.5062) = 251$

$k = 0.5 * (0.5062-1) = -0.247$

(ii) $F(x) = 0.7 + 0.3 * [1 - \{1 + 0.247 * (x-6) / 251\} ^ {1/(-0.247)}]$

Use the last two simulated values and $F(x)$ to calculate CTE(99.8)

$0.9955 = 0.7 + 0.3 * [1 - \{1 + 0.247 * (X_{999}-6) / 251\} ^ {1/(-0.247)}]$

$X_{999} = 1,857.17$

$0.9983 = 0.7 + 0.3 * [1 - \{1 + 0.247 * (X_{1000}-6) / 251\} ^ {1/(-0.247)}]$

$X_{1000} = 2,636.55$

$CTE(99.8) = (X_{999} + X_{1000}) / 2 = (1,857.17 + 2,636.55) / 2 = 2,246.86$
2. Continued

(b) You assess the precision of the estimated CTE using the asymptotic standard error formula.

(i) Calculate the Formula Standard Error (FSE) for CTE (99.8) using your result from part (a). Show your work.

Your department generated 99 additional samples using your model and provided the following results:

(\text{in \$ thousands})

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CTE (99.8)</th>
<th>FSE (CTE (99.8))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>7,711</td>
<td>4,339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>1,722</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>3,178</td>
<td>822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td>939</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

You notice the variability of CTE (99.8) and FSE (CTE (99.8)) resulting from the simulation.

(ii) Describe how the variance verification process can be used to validate the FSE formula.

(iii) Recommend three improvements to reduce the variability of the CTE estimator in the simulation performed by your department.

Commentary on Question:

Part (b)(i) required the recollection and application of the formulas in the “Variance of the CTE Estimator” source reading. Many candidates failed to recall these formulas and struggled with these calculations.

Part (b)(ii) required the recollection of the variance verification process outlined in the “Variance of the CTE Estimator” source reading, which many candidates failed to recall.

For part (b)(iii), candidates only received partial credit if their recommendations were not justified or did not relate to the specifics of KTY.
2. Continued

(i) Note: The formulas below refer to both Variance (VAR) and Value at Risk (VaR).

\[ FSE\{CTE_\alpha}\} = \sqrt{\{VAR(X_1,\ldots,X_k) + \alpha \cdot (CTE(\alpha) - X_k)^2\} / \{n \cdot (1-\alpha)\}] \]

\[ n = 1,000 \]
\[ \alpha = 0.998 \]

\[ FSE\{CTE(99.8)\} = \sqrt{\{VAR(X_{999}, X_{1000}) + 0.998 \cdot (CTE(99.8) - VaR(99.8))^2\} / \{1000 \cdot (1-0.998)\}] \]

\[ VAR(X_{999}, X_{1000}) = \{\{X_{999} - AVG(X_{999}, X_{1000})\}^2 + \{X_{1000} - AVG(X_{999}, X_{1000})\}^2\} / 2 \]

\[ VAR(X_{999}, X_{1000}) = \{(1,857.17-2,246.86)^2 + (2,636.55-2,246.86)^2\} / 2 \]
\[ VAR(X_{999}, X_{1000}) = 151,858 \]

\[ VaR(99.8) = X_{998} \]
\[ 0.9928 = 0.7 + 0.3 \cdot [1 - {1 + 0.247 \cdot (X_{998} - 6) / 251} ^ {1/(-0.247)}] \]

\[ VaR(99.8) = X_{998} = 1,542.89 \]

\[ FSE(CTE(99.8)) = \sqrt{\{151,858 + 0.998 \cdot (2,246.86 - 1,542.89)^2\} / \{1000 \cdot (1-0.998)\}] \]
\[ FSE(CTE(99.8)) = 568.52 \]

(ii) 1) Generate a large sample (say 5000) from the GPD CDF.
2) Choose as a subset M sub-samples of size N without replacement.
3) Calculate CTE and FSE for each of the M samples and check if the best answer lies in the approximate confidence interval for CTE(99.8).
4) Use the standard deviation of the CTE in step 3 to validate the asymptotic formula.

(iii) 1) Increase simulation sample size: Using only 1,000 values is likely to create bias and large standard errors as we compare the average FSE standard deviation of CTE(99.8).
2) Use variance reduction techniques: Variance reduction tools such as importance sampling and control variate methods can be adapted to the CTE problem to improve the precision of the CTE estimator.
2. Continued

3) Change the actual sampling distribution: The Generalized Pareto Distribution may be too heavy tailed or the threshold \( u \) may be too low to accurately estimate the tail parameters. Increasing the number of observations used to estimate the tail parameters or trying to fit a different distribution (e.g. Burr, Lognormal) may reduce the variability.

(c) KTY received news that an industry peer recently paid a $100 million settlement. KTY’s CRO is concerned that the capital level produced by your model grossly underestimates potential losses.

(i) Explain why the CRO’s concern is appropriate.

(ii) Recommend how you would improve operational risk modeling to address the issue raised by the CRO.

Commentary on Question:
Candidates generally performed well on this part of the question. Only partial credit was awarded if candidates failed to apply their response to the specifics of operational risk or to KTY’s specific situation.

(i) Measuring operational risk metrics requires the estimation of low frequency/high severity events. KTY internal data may not have enough data points to capture the low frequency/high severity events with only ten years of historical data.

Given the small size of KTY, its internal data may lack the information on the true severity of claims. This information is crucial for the actuarial approach and is helpful to alleviate the data scarcity problem.

(ii) Use external data to capture additional extreme settlement events from larger companies as we are interested in only the most severe losses. External data may also reveal the true expected frequency/severity of claim events given appropriate considerations based on KTY’s smaller size.

Use soft data based on empirical observation of industry settlements to provide a useful proxy for operational risk analysis.

Incorporate stress testing where different scenarios could reflect potential extreme settlement amounts not available with external data.
3. **Learning Objectives:**

4. The candidate will understand the approaches for managing risks and how an entity makes decisions about appropriate techniques.

5. The candidate will understand the concept of economic capital, risk measures in capital assessment and techniques to allocate the cost of risks within business units.

**Learning Outcomes:**

(4h) Analyze funding and portfolio management strategies to control equity and interest rate risk, including key rate risks. Contrast the various risk measures and be able to apply these risk measures to various entities. Explain the concepts of immunization including modern refinements and practical limitations.

(5a) Describe the concepts of measures of value and capital requirements (for example, EVA, embedded value, economic capital, regulatory measures, and accounting measures) and demonstrate their uses in the risk management and corporate decision-making processes.

**Sources:**

ERM-111-12: Key Rate Durations: Measures of Interest Rate Risks
Risk Appetite: Linkage with Strategic Planning Report

**Commentary on Question:**

*This question tests the candidate’s knowledge on how to calculate Interest CaR (capital at risk) and Total CaR, and on employing strategies on controlling the former. Overall, candidates performed better in part (a) than in part (b). Many did not “critique” and did not “justify” sufficiently to receive marks, and they received partial marks depending on the quality of their answers.*

**Solution:**

(a)  

(i) Determine whether the company is within its current risk appetite limit under this stress scenario. Show your work.

(ii) You noticed that the following stress scenario was once employed in the past.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interest Rate Scenario</th>
<th>Change in Yield Curve</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>99.5(^{th}) percentile</td>
<td>-2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Describe the shortcomings of this stress scenario relative to the original scenario.
3. Continued

**Commentary on Question:**

_Overall, candidates performed well or they received partial marks for showing their work in part (a).(i)._

- The majority of candidates were able to calculate the CaR(Int) Risk, with some misplacing the decimal point and using 0.004 or 0.40 instead of 40.
- Some candidates did not proceed beyond calculating the CaR(Int) Risk.

_Overall, candidates performed very well in part (a).(ii). This question sub-part is a compare-and-contrast question and the majority of the candidates answered in this manner. Candidates who discussed the shortcomings of the past scenario but did not address the current scenario received partial marks. Candidates who only mentioned that one scenario was parallel and the other was not received little or no credit._

(i)

\[
\Delta \text{Liability} \_\text{Int Risk} = \sum (\text{Liability Partial DV01}_t \times \Delta \text{interest rate}_t) \\
= (0.1 \times 150) + (0.8 \times 220) + (0.1 \times 200) \\
= 211
\]

\[
\Delta \text{Asset} \_\text{Int Risk} = \sum (\text{Asset Partial DV01}_t \times \Delta \text{interest rate}_t) \\
= (0.3 \times 150) + (0.3 \times 220) + (0.3 \times 200) \\
= 171
\]

\[
\text{CaR} \_\text{Int Risk} = - (\Delta \text{Asset} \_\text{Int Risk} - \Delta \text{Liability} \_\text{Int Risk}) \\
= -(171 - 211) \\
= 40
\]

\[
\text{CaR}_\text{Market Risks} = \text{CaR}_\text{Int Risk} + \text{CaR}_\text{Equity Risk} + \text{CaR}_\text{FX Risk} \\
- \text{Diversification Benefit}_\text{Market Risks} \\
= 40 + 15 + 5 - 5 \\
= 55
\]

\[
\text{CaR}_\text{All Risks} = \text{CaR}_\text{Market Risks} + \text{CaR}_\text{Non-Market Risks} \\
- \text{Diversification Benefit}_\text{Market Risks&Non-Market Risks} \\
= 55 + 20 - 10 \\
= 65
\]

\[
\text{CaR}_\text{All Risks \_ Limit} = 30\% \times \text{available capital} \\
= 30\% \times 180 \\
= 54
\]
3. Continued

Hence, CaR_All Risks > CaR_All Risks_Limit. The company is not within its current risk appetite limit.

(ii) The current stress scenario with nonparallel shift (steepening or flattening) of yield curve could better reflect the different sensitivities of assets and liabilities in response to change in different key rates on the yield curve, and in turn the CaR of interest rate risk.

The one from the past would fail to do so with the parallel shift of yield curve, which can only test the (effective) duration match between the asset and liability, which is not sufficient to capture XEN Life’s interest rate risk exposure.

(b) XEN’s Chief Investment Officer has suggested rebalancing the asset portfolio by investing in equal proportions of the following asset classes to take advantage of current market conditions:

- 20-year U.S. Treasury zero coupon bonds
- 20-year Treasury bonds with coupons
- Interest-only strips on 20-year GNMA pass-throughs

(i) Critique the use of each of the proposed asset classes in the portfolio on the basis of:

I. Key rate duration
II. Adherence to risk appetite statement

(ii) Propose three alternative asset classes that would be appropriate to include in the rebalancing. Justify your selection.

Commentary on Question:
Many candidates performed poorly in both of part b’s subparts.

For part (b).(i):

- Some candidates were not clear in their answers on whether the proposed asset class ought to be included in the portfolio, and they received partial marks depending on the quality of their answers.
- A significant number responded generally without addressing each proposed asset class (per the question stem). These candidates received partial marks depending on the quality of their answers.
3. Continued

- Some candidates interpreted that the rebalancing was a replacement of the entire portfolio with the three named asset classes, while others interpreted that new money investment would be on these three asset classes. Points were given for either interpretation, depending on the quality of the answers.
- A significant number did not understand the properties of interest-only strips.

For part b.(ii):

- Some candidates merely listed asset classes and did not provide justification. These candidates received no marks.
- Some candidates proposed more than three asset classes. Only the first three asset classes written were graded. The remainder did not receive marks.

(i)

1. 20-year U.S. Treasury zero coupon bonds
This asset class would have a duration of nearly 20 because their only payment is the principal at the end of the 20th year. Therefore, to have such a high concentration of them in the portfolio would not help align the durations of assets and liabilities. For the risk statement, these assets expose the portfolio to greater volatility in asset values and hence surplus, so it would not be useful to have such a high concentration.

2. 20-year U.S. Treasury bonds with coupons
This asset class would have a duration lower than the zero-coupon bonds noted above, so some amount of them would be useful in the portfolio despite the large maturity payment. Likewise, they are not nearly as volatile when interest rates change so, by themselves, they should not create issues with the risk appetite in the absence of very large interest rate changes. One drawback to using them is that, with a 20-year maturity, they would not be perfect for a liability with a 10-year maturity.

3. Interest-only strips on 20-year GNMA pass-throughs
This asset class would likely have negative key rate durations at many maturities as well as a negative effective duration, making them a poor choice for the portfolio in any amount. Adherence to the risk appetite statement would be a problem: with such a large proportion, they would act contrary to almost any other asset class and would decline in value during interest rate decreases and cause problems.
3. Continued

(ii)
1. Ten-year U.S. Treasury zero coupon bonds - some amount of this security would be appropriate because the bulk of the liability key rate duration is concentrated at 10 years, similar to a 10-year zero coupon.

2. 20-year GNMA pass-through securities - the distribution of key rate durations will have a bell-shaped pattern for this security. This is similar to the liability key rate duration although the patterns won't be identical.

3. 20-year callable corporate bonds - the distribution of key rate durations will have a bell-shaped pattern for this security. The exact pattern, and hence the degree to which it should be used, will depend on the coupon rate: lower coupon rates will cause the key rates to be skewed more to later durations.
4. Learning Objectives:
4. The candidate will understand the approaches for managing risks and how an entity makes decisions about appropriate techniques.

Learning Outcomes:
(4d) Demonstrate how derivatives, synthetic securities, and financial contracting may be used to reduce risk or to assign it to the party most able to bear it.

(4e) Develop an appropriate choice of a risk mitigation strategy for a given situation (e.g., reinsurance, derivatives, financial contracting), which balances benefits with inherent costs, including exposure to credit risk, basis risk, moral hazard and other risks.

(4g) Demonstrate the use of tools and techniques for analyzing and managing credit and counterparty risk.

Sources:
ERM-128-17: The Breadth and Scope of the Global Reinsurance Market and the Critical Role Such Market Plays in Supporting Insurance in the United States, Ch. III, IV, and VI

Commentary on Question:
Candidates generally got at least partial credit on this question.

Solution:
(a) Recommend a quota share reinsurance agreement that allows XYZ to achieve a ratio of 4:1.

Commentary on Question:
Candidates generally did well on this.

Assuming the maximum gross premium is X, in order to maintain 4:1 NWP to PHS ratio, the following needs to hold: 100*(1 – X%) / 20 = 4
Solve for X to get X% = 20%
Therefore, under a 20% quota share reinsurance agreement, XYZ can maintain the required ratio.
4. Continued

(b) A natural disaster recently occurred, and all the major reinsurance companies in the market now have much lower capacity to write new business.

(i) Describe how each of the following three alternative reinsurance instruments could address this situation. Justify your response.

I. Catastrophe (cat) bond
II. Sidecar
III. Industry Loss Warranty (ILW)

(ii) Recommend the best option for XYZ. Justify your response.

XYZ decides to issue catastrophe (cat) bonds with an industry loss trigger.

(iii) Describe the risks to which investors of these bonds are exposed.

Commentary on Question:
- For Part (i), candidates did not get full credit if they only described the structures and did not explain how they could be applied in this situation.
- For Part (ii), partial credit was awarded if candidates provided reasonable support for the other potential recommendations.
- For Part (iii):
  1. Many candidates skipped this part of the question.
  2. Candidates who answered this part often mentioned Counterparty or Credit Risk, but Cat Bonds are set up through SPVs, which would be fully collateralized and minimize the counterparty risk.

(i) Cat Bond could address the situation because it is collateralized, and therefore reduces credit risk. It also enhances the predictability of reinsurance costs because the bond term is typically several years.

Sidecar could address the situation because it provides an additional source of reinsurance when the reinsurance market has limited capital, and therefore allows an insurer to write more business at a time when rates are high.

Industry Loss Warranty (ILW) could address the situation as it offers low transaction costs because the payout is linked to an industry loss figure, not the specific portfolio of the insurer, so it may be a more affordable solution to catastrophe protection.
4. Continued

(ii) Recommend sidecar as the most appropriate solution because:
  • It is a temporary reinsurance vehicle that shares premiums and losses on a pro-rata basis, which XYZ is looking for.
  • It is generally used for business associated with catastrophe risk, which is the current situation.
  • It provides an additional source of reinsurance when the reinsurance market has limited capital, which is the current situation.

(iii) **Catastrophe risk:** the risk that investors could receive less than the bond’s principle at maturity if a catastrophe occurs.
**Asymmetric information/moral hazard:** the risk that bond issuers and purchasers disagree on the insured loss incurred by the insurance, which could include the risk of setting a non-standard indemnity trigger (bond issuers understand their business better than the purchasers of the bond).

(c) The table below shows the details of such transactions between XYZ and PQR valued at the end of the most recent valuation period. (MtM values are from the XYZ’s point of view.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trades with positive MtM</th>
<th>+$8m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trades with negative MtM</td>
<td>-$7m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Assume no recovery in an event of default of either party.

(i) Assess the impact on each company’s balance sheet if neither one defaults.

(ii) Assess the impact of a netting agreement on XYZ’s loss if PQR defaults.

(iii) Assess the impact of a netting agreement on PQR’s loss if XYZ defaults.

**Commentary on Question:**

Most candidates understood the situation described in the question, but didn’t explain the impact after netting in parts (ii) and (iii) and only explained the balance sheet impacts.

(i) If neither party defaults, XYZ has an account receivable (asset) on their balance sheet of (+$8m + -$7m) = +$1m and PQR has an account payable (liability) on their balance sheet of [-(+$8m +$7m)] = -$1m
4. Continued

(ii) If PQR defaults:
- Without a netting agreement, XYZ will have to pay $7m and receive nothing. The net loss would be $7m (paid to PQR) + $1m (current account receivable not recoverable) = $8m
- With netting, XYZ will only lose the account receivable, so net loss of $1m
- The netting agreement lowers the loss by $7m

(iii) If XYZ defaults:
- Without a netting agreement, PQR will have to pay $8m and receive nothing. The net loss would be $8m (paid to XYZ) + -$1m (remove the current account payable) = $7m
- With netting, PQR will just pay out the account payable on its balance sheet, so it would incur zero net loss
- The netting agreement lowers the loss by $7m
5. Learning Objectives:
2. The candidate will understand the concepts of risk modeling and be able to evaluate and understand the importance of risk models.

3. The candidate will understand how the risks faced by an entity can be quantified and the use of metrics to measure risk.

Learning Outcomes:
(2b) Evaluate how risks are correlated, and give examples of risks that are positively correlated and risks that are negatively correlated.

(3a) Apply and construct risk metrics to quantify major types of risk exposure such as market risk, credit risk, liquidity risk, regulatory risk, etc., and tolerances in the context of an integrated risk management process.

Sources:
ERM-119-12: Aggregation of Risks and Allocation of Capital (Sections 4-7)


Commentary on Question:
The goals of this question were to test the candidate's ability to measure and manage the risks within a company's asset portfolio.

Solution:
(a) You begin to look at how these two assets would fit within your portfolio by evaluating two initial asset allocation choices. You have been given 100,000 in initial seed money to build this portfolio.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Asset A</th>
<th>Asset B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Choice 1</td>
<td>30,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choice 2</td>
<td>70,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(i) Calculate $\sigma_p$ for each choice. Show your work.

(ii) Evaluate whether the portfolio risk for each choice is within the specified targets.

Commentary on Question:
Most candidates got at least partial credit for parts (i) and (ii). For part (ii), points were also given for comparing other targets such as the portfolio sigmas.
5. Continued

**Part (a)(i)**
Use portfolio risk formula
Portfolio Risk
\[
= ((w_A^2)*(\Sigma_A^2)) + ((w_B^2)*(\Sigma_B^2)) + 2*(w_A)*(w_B)*\text{Correlation}_{AB}*\Sigma_A*\Sigma_B
\]
\[
= ((w_A^2)*(0.16^2)) + ((w_B^2)*(0.12^2)) + 2*(w_A)*(w_B)*0.6*0.16*0.12
\]
Sigma for Portfolio Choice 1 = square root (0.01420) = 11.92%
Sigma for Portfolio Choice 2 = square root (0.01868) = 13.67%

**Part (a)(ii)**
VaR of Choice 1 = 1.6449*(square root of 0.01420)*100,000 = 19,600
VaR of Choice 2 = 1.6449*(square root of 0.01868)*100,000 = 22,481
Thus, both of these choices are acceptable because portfolio VaR has to be less than 25% of the total portfolio value, or 25,000

(b) You ultimately decide on a third choice (shown as “Original” below), hoping to emphasize Asset A’s favorable return. After you make this investment, your manager asks you to determine the change in VaR that would result if $10,000 were transferred from Asset B to Asset A (shown as “Alternate” below).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Investment Choice</th>
<th>Asset A Allocation</th>
<th>Asset B Allocation</th>
<th>(\sigma_p)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original</td>
<td>80,000</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>14.35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternate</td>
<td>90,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>15.17%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(i) Calculate the change in Absolute Portfolio VaR for each investment choice using incremental VaR. Show your work.

(ii) Calculate the change in Absolute Portfolio VaR for each investment choice using marginal VaR. Show your work.

(iii) Assess whether marginal VaR or incremental VaR is more appropriate in evaluating the investment choices. Justify your response.

(iv) Propose which of the two investment choices (Original vs. Alternate) you would recommend to management. Justify your response.
5. Continued

Commentary on Question:
There were a wide range of scores on each part of this question.

- For Part b(i), some candidates tried to incorporate the split in the portfolios between assets A and B into the calculation when only the total portfolio amount was relevant.
- For Part b(ii), some candidates tried incorporating the Alternate portfolio amounts into the calculation when only the Original portfolio was relevant. Results within a reasonable range were accepted for credit due to rounding of some of the intermediate numbers.
- For Part b(iii), a majority of candidates received partial credit for explaining distinctions between marginal and incremental VaR.
- For Part b(iv), candidates received some credit if their argument in favor of one approach or the other was supported by a reasonable explanation.

Part (b)(i)
\[ \text{VaR} = \alpha \times \Sigma_{\text{Portfolio}} \times W \]

VaR for Original Choice = 1.6445 * 14.35% * 100,000 = 23,604
VaR for Alternate Choice = 1.6445 * 15.17% * 100,000 = 24,953

Incremental VaR = 24,953 – 23,604 = 1,349

Part (b)(ii)
1. Calculate covariance of assets A and B:
\[ \text{Cov}_{A,B} = (\text{Correlation coefficient for A and B}) \times \Sigma_A \times \Sigma_B \]
\[ = (0.6) \times (0.16) \times (0.12) \]
\[ = 0.01152 \]

2. Determine covariance of asset A and Original portfolio:
\[ \text{Cov}_{A,\text{Portfolio}} = (w_A \times \text{Variance}_A) + (w_B \times \text{Cov}_{A,B}) \]
\[ = [(0.8)\times(0.16^2)] + [(0.2)\times(0.01152)] \]
\[ = 0.02048 + 0.002304 \]
\[ = 0.022784 \]

3. Determine covariance of asset B and Original portfolio:
\[ \text{Cov}_{B,\text{Portfolio}} = (w_B \times \text{Variance}_B) + (w_A \times \text{Cov}_{A,B}) \]
\[ = [(0.2)\times(0.12^2)] + [(0.8)\times(0.01152)] \]
\[ = 0.00288 + 0.009216 \]
\[ = 0.012096 \]

4. Determine marginal VaR for asset A
\[ \text{Marginal VaR}_A = \left[ \frac{\alpha \times \text{Cov}_{A,\text{Portfolio}}}{\Sigma_{\text{Portfolio}}} \right] \]
\[ = \left[ \frac{1.6445 \times 0.022784}{0.1435} \right] \]
\[ = 0.26110 \]
5. Continued

5. Determine marginal VaR for asset B
   \[ \text{Marginal VaR}_B = \frac{\alpha \times \text{Cov}_{B,\text{Portfolio}}}{\text{Sigma}_{\text{Portfolio}}} \]
   \[ = \frac{1.6445 \times 0.012096}{0.1435} \]
   \[ = 0.13862 \]

6. Calculate marginal VaR for portfolio
   \[ \text{Marginal VaR}_{\text{Portfolio}} = \text{Absolute Value} \left( 0.26110 \times 10,000 \right) - \left( 0.13862 \times 10,000 \right) \]
   \[ = |2,611 - 1,386.2| \]
   \[ = 1,224.8 \]

Part (b)(iii)
1. Marginal VaR quantifies the change in portfolio VaR resulting from taking an additional dollar of exposure to a given component (calculated using a first-order derivative). Marginal VaR is used to quantify changes in VaR due to small changes in exposure to a given component, and its usefulness to quantify changes in VaR due to large changes in exposure is limited.

2. Incremental VaR also quantifies the change in VaR owing to a new position, however it differs from marginal VaR in that the size of the new position can be large, in which case VaR changes in a non-linear fashion. Incremental VaR requires a full evaluation of the portfolio VaR before and after the new trade, which can be time-consuming.

3. Marginal VaR is an inappropriate measure because the change in portfolio position is significant (10k / 80k = 12.5%), whereas marginal VaR is only used to quantify small changes in position. Marginal VaR is based on the first order derivative of VaR.

Part (b)(iv)
You cannot make the change.

Explanation of why you can't make the change:
The 80/20 portfolio is actually outside of the risk limit because the portfolio risk is 14.353% vs. a 14.00% limit, and the 90/10 portfolio is further outside of those limits. Portfolio VaR is not a problem in either instance – you have plenty of room before hitting 25% * $100,000 = $25,000.
5. Continued

(c) A veteran colleague suggests that you try to find several assets that are not perfectly correlated to include in your portfolio, stating that adding more of such assets will always result in reducing $\sigma_p$.

Design an example disproving your colleague’s statement.

**Commentary on Question:**

*There were a wide range of scores for this question. Well-prepared responses that stated the colleague was correct were given appropriate credit. A numerical example along with an explanation were required for full credit.*

If the correlation is high and the added asset $i$ has a $\sigma_i$ much greater than the portfolio $\sigma_p$, then the resulting $\sigma_{p+i}$ could be greater than $\sigma_p$.

For example, assume:

- $\sigma_p = 10.0\%$
- $\sigma_i = 40.0\%$
- $w_p = 90\%$
- $w_i = 10\%$
- correlation between portfolio and asset $i = 50\%$

Then $\sigma_{p+i}$

\[
= \sqrt{(w_p*\sigma_p)^2 + (w_i*\sigma_i)^2 + (2*\text{correlation}*\sigma_p*\sigma_i*w_p*w_i)}
\]

\[
= \sqrt{(.10*.90)^2 + (.40*.10)^2 + (2*.50*.10*.40*.90*.10)}
\]

\[
= 11.53\%, \text{ which is greater than that for the portfolio before adding asset } i
\]

(d) Provide three reasons why your firm’s practice of ignoring correlations among all investment portfolios may not be a good risk management practice.

**Commentary on Question:**

*Most candidates received at least partial credit for this question. Various reasons with well-supported arguments received credit.*

**Model Solution**

- **Practice doesn't quantify diversification benefit** - each portfolio individually looks riskier than portfolios together, which overestimates firm’s risk and could prevent them taking favorable investments that are still within their risk limit
5. Continued

- **Liquidity** - becomes cumbersome to evaluate overall liquidity, because different assets will have different liquidity characteristics and because it will be difficult to know which assets to sell if liquidity needs arise ahead of time (due to tax implications, future performance expectations, etc.)
- **Overconcentration** - managers may invest in same assets (industries, sectors, counterparties, etc.) without knowing it

(e) After raising concerns about your firm’s practice of ignoring correlations among all investment portfolios, you have been tasked with preparing a descriptive report of the correlation between your two technology-related holdings and the firm’s other large asset holdings (listed below).

I. **ABC Aviation** – a pioneer in high-end drone technology who has only recently become widely known. Seeking investors to help scale operations and bring its most successful prototype to retail stores by the end of the year.

II. **FGH Tax Advisory LLC** – a small consulting group which has specialized in helping state governments structure their tax policies. Seeking additional investment to fund the acquisition of a similar firm which specializes in consulting about federal taxation policy.

III. **UVW Manufacturing** – a small manufacturing company specializing in home door and entryway construction. Seeking investors to fund a major factory expansion to enable marketing to American consumers.

Provide qualitative observations, for each of the three firms, about the correlation between your two technology-related holdings and each firm in the event of a broad economic recession.

**Commentary on Question:**
*Candidates generally did well on this question. A wide range of answers were accepted for credit as long as there was a reasonable supporting argument.*

**Model Solution**

ABC Aviation
a. Heavy technology-based business model that may get dragged down with defaults in tech specialties.
b. Both tech firms and aviation firm produce high-end consumer goods – sales likely to suffer if broader economy suffers, and tech industry is highly correlated with broader economy.
5. Continued

FGH Tax Advisory LL
a. State governments will have less money to spend on consulting services during economically tough times because of lower tax revenues and increased welfare and assistance program spending.
b. At the same time States may need to prioritize tax policy when tax revenues are lower, isolating FGH from the recession somewhat.

UVW Manufacturing
a. Housing purchases are highly correlated with broader economic stability, and tech industry is highly correlated with broader economy.
b. UVW does not have significant intellectual property, so value of firm is almost entirely dependent on manufacturing sales.
6. Learning Objectives:
   1. The candidate will understand the types of risks faced by an entity and be able to identify and analyze these risks.
   2. The candidate will understand the concepts of risk modeling and be able to evaluate and understand the importance of risk models.
   3. The candidate will understand how the risks faced by an entity can be quantified and the use of metrics to measure risk.
   4. The candidate will understand the approaches for managing risks and how an entity makes decisions about appropriate techniques.

Learning Outcomes:
(1c) Identify and assess the potential impact of risks faced by an entity, including but not limited to market risk, currency risk, credit risk, counterparty risk, spread risk, liquidity risk, interest rate risk, equity risk, hazard/insurance risk, inflationary risk, environmental risk, pricing risk, product risk, operational risk, project risk and strategic risk.

(2d) Apply and analyze scenario and stress testing in the risk measurement process.

(3d) Analyze risks that are not easily quantifiable, such as operational and liquidity risks.

(4j) Demonstrate risk management strategies for other key risks (for example, operational, strategic, legal, and insurance risks).

(4k) Apply best practices in risk measurement, modeling and management of various financial and non-financial risks faced by an entity.

Sources:
Financial Enterprise Risk Management, Sweeting, 2011, Ch. 14 Quantifying Particular Risks


Risk Appetite: Linkage with Strategic Planning Report

ERM-120-14: IAA Note on Stress Testing and Scenario Analysis (pp. 1-6 and 14-17)
Commentary on Question:
The question tests both theoretical and practical considerations about liquidity risk in the context of company ABC.

In particular, questions are asked about the main components of liquidity and their potential interaction, as well as how liquidity risk should be integrated into a risk appetite statement. In addition, the candidate is asked to assess the potential impact of various scenarios on the liquidity position of the firm, considering both modeled and non-modeled risks.

In order to obtain maximum points for this question, candidates were required to not only provide valid answers to each question, but also demonstrate an understanding of this topic in the specific context of ABC.

Solution:
(a)
(i) Describe the two primary components of liquidity risk.

(ii) Explain how the interaction of these components might impact the net liquidity position of ABC.

Commentary on Question:
Most candidates answered (i) correctly.

For (ii), maximum points were given to candidates who explained how the interaction between liquidity of the assets and liquidity of the liabilities impacted the overall liquidity position in the context of ABC. Many candidates provided valid theoretical statements but did not relate them directly to the company.

(i) There are the two main components.

• Asset liquidity risk. Asset liquidity risk refers to the marketability and the ability of an asset to be converted to a fluctuating cash value as needed without affecting its underlying value. The depth of the secondary market affects its liquid value, which is often referred as “bid-ask spread”.

• Liability or Funding liquidity risk. This risk refers to the fluctuating of cash demands on a company originating from the liability side of the balance sheet. The demand for liquid funds can originate from purely financial funding from both on- and off-balance sheet funding instruments or, in the case of insurance companies, from embedded features/options in insurance/annuity products.
6. **Continued**

(ii) Conceptually, given a set of events, internal and/or external, assets liquidity will vary according to its own dynamic – asset liquidity risk. This is particularly relevant at ABC given the high percentage of assets held in investment-grade securities and private placements. In addition, ABC’s stated objective of Buy and Hold might be affected if necessary.

At the same time, liabilities will exhibit a behavior of their own. For example, during extreme situations surrenders and lapses on long-term life policies and leases will have a major impact on ABC financial condition, particularly in the medium term. For GICs, the impact might be more important in the short-term but represent a lower percentage of ABC’s overall liability. Lines of credit, both availability and cost, will react more quickly. The impact of the sales force might exacerbate the problem.

Globally, ABC’s net overall liquidity position will be affected, particularly in the medium term since there is an imbalance as seen on the balance sheet.

(b) You’ve been asked to develop ABC’s liquidity risk appetite statement.

(i) Describe four considerations you would take into account.

(ii) Outline an appropriate liquidity risk appetite statement for ABC.

**Commentary on Question:**

*Part (i) focused on the general and theoretical considerations that pertain to a liquidity risk appetite statement appropriate for ABC. In order to obtain maximum points, candidates were required to not only list valid considerations, but also had to describe how they relate to ABC. Many candidates failed to relate their responses to ABC.*

*Part (ii) required candidates to draft a liquidity risk appetite statement based on the four relevant considerations outlined in (i). Few candidates were capable of proposing a valid statement that was relevant to ABC and that was in line with their response to (i).*
6. Continued

(i) The statement should qualitatively describe the aspects of ABC’s operations – assets, liabilities, products – that should be included in the definition of liquidity risk. This should include the level of Board oversight and monitoring activities.

Although ABC seems to be in equilibrium in the short-term, only focusing its liquidity statement on this aspect would be misleading. For example, a high percentage of assets are maintained in non-tradeable assets, i.e. private placements, that exhibit a different liquidity behavior than traded securities. On the liability side, GICs and long-term leases do not exhibit and react the same way to events and might result in different liquidity impacts. There could be embedded optionality in the products that could affect liquidity, which should be taken into account.

The statement should describe explicit quantitative objectives about ABC's liquidity target, tolerance and issuing limits. These objectives should go beyond “normal” operational and historical liquidity fluctuations and cover concentration issues as well.

For example, a dollar amount of required liquidity, composed of certain types of assets, would cover catastrophic, financial crisis, systemic event, reputational event, and terrorism risks. The objective could include an objective stated as a VaR-adjusted liquidity objective at a certain confidence level over a certain period.

The statement should describe if the interaction between assets and liabilities resulting from external/internal events.

The statement should describe a specific modelling approach about how liquidity risk should be assessed: bottom-up analysis or top-down analysis coupled with stress tests and scenario analysis.

(ii) ABC’s liquidity risk appetite statement will take into account both traded and non-traded assets, excluding foreign investments. All liabilities will be taken into account including contingent sources of funding beyond the existing line of credit.

ABC's objective is to be able to survive an extreme situation with a high-degree of confidence that is in line with desired overall credit rating of AA. Liquidity risk will be monitored continuously for ABC as a whole, reported quarterly to the Board of Directors, and discussed with other relevant parties as required – i.e. regulators and rating agencies.
6. Continued

ABC will model the interaction and concentration of both assets and liabilities. It will take into account both historical and forward-looking assessment of this risk as well as internal management actions in this regard, both existing and envisioned. Its preferred methodology will be to test scenarios developed by the ERM group in consultation with the individual business units. The modeling will include the impact of new business as well and integrate strategic plans as they develop.

(c) ABC’s ERM committee has identified the following scenarios that could affect liquidity at ABC. These scenarios were developed based on an analysis of past external events that have affected the industry in general, other companies similar to ABC, and the global economy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(1) Credit risk:</th>
<th>ABC credit risk downgrade from AA to B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(2) Catastrophic risk:</td>
<td>A pandemic similar to the 1918 flu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Systemic risk:</td>
<td>Global financial crisis similar to that in 2008-2009, with high market decline and substantial credit losses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) Operational risk:</td>
<td>Permanent negative impact on ABC’s reputation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5) Operational risk:</td>
<td>Fraud in the distribution channel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6) Business risk:</td>
<td>Upcoming retirement of CFO with established succession plan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Assess the relevance of risks (4), (5), and (6) to ABC’s liquidity position. Justify your answers.

Commentary on Question:
The purpose of this question was to test the candidate’s ability to conceptually assess how certain risks the liquidity position of ABC. Successful candidates justified their assessment based on ABC-specific information. Many candidates were able to perform a theoretical assessment, but failed to relate to ABC.

- Operational risk: a permanent negative impact on ABC's reputation.

The impact on reputation is relevant to ABC given its dominance in North America and its desire to maintain its AA rating. The impact would likely be limited in the short-term but may affect the renewals of GICs going forward. Long-term liabilities might not react as quickly because of the 50% surrender charge that would be imposed. Leases are generally long-term while the investment-grade portfolio and private placements would act as a buffer. The impact would be felt more with new business underwriting, particularly from brokers, who are usually more sensitive to reputational events than ABC's dedicated sales force.
6. **Continued**

- **Operational risk:** fraud in the distribution channel.

  This scenario is relevant at ABC given the rudimentary state of its ERM and concentration in North America. Again, we might see an impact on reputation, affecting ABC’s relationship with brokers who were not involved in this matter. The dedicated sales force might also be affected if their clients start questioning ABC’s practices. The impact on liquidity might be felt not only in terms of renewals but also in terms of new business as well depending on ABC’s reaction. However, a "run on the bank" is not envisioned as ABC's liabilities have fixed term dates, with the exception of the line of credit. Since ABC is not a SIFI, regulators might be less concerned about its impact on the insurance industry.

- **Business risk:** upcoming retirement of the CFO with an established succession plan.

  This impact of this risk on ABC's liquidity position is expected to be more limited because of the established succession plan. Also, no strategic expansion is envisioned at this point, which reduces the potential impact of this event on ABC’s liquidity position.

(d) For the risks (1), (2), and (3) listed in part (c):

(i) Assess the potential impact on ABC's cash flows.

(ii) Assess the interaction with the other risks currently modeled by ABC.

**Commentary on Question:**

*Part (i) tested the ability of candidates to assess the cash flow impact of certain risks from a high-level perspective, both for assets and liabilities. In order to obtain maximum points, successful candidates related their assessment to the stated context of ABC.*

*Part (ii) tested the ability of candidates to conceptually assess the possible interaction/correlation of each scenario with the other risks currently modeled by ABC (credit, market and insurance). In order to obtain maximum points, candidates were required to properly assess the impact of each scenario on ABC's cash flows as well as how risks 1, 2, and 3 would potentially impact the modelling of existing risks at ABC.*
6. Continued

- ABC credit downgrade: from AA to B.

  (i) This is a pretty drastic downgrade. It may signal that assets are impaired, thus affecting their modeled and actual cash flows. This is relevant to ABC as private placements represent 30% of assets. It might also indicate that assets categorized as investment-grade might not be as secure as originally thought, and cash flows would have to be re-assessed. However, long-term life insurance cash flows, both from lapses and premiums, might be less affected as their 50% surrender charge would act as a buffer. New business cash inflows would certainly be affected as some brokers would now be barred from dealing with a non-investment grade counterparty, ABC.

  (ii) This event would certainly impact the modelling of credit risk at ABC, particularly for private placements. Insurance risk would be affected by additional lapses although mortality would be less affected since ABC's life portfolio is constituted of traditional products, not lapse-supported ones. Market risk would not be affected except for the modelling of interest rate for the line of credit.

- Catastrophic event: pandemic flu like the one in 1918

  (i) This would represent a direct hit to ABC's cash outflows from the additional payments on its long-term life portfolio since it represents 50% of its liabilities, particularly if the pandemic is concentrated in North America. GICs would not be affected as their repayments are not insurance-based but may not be renewed at maturity. A pandemic would also affect asset cash flows even from investment-grade securities since the overall economy would be affected.

  (ii) This event would directly impact the modelling of insurance risk at ABC (mortality, morbidity, lapses). In addition, market risk would be affected as the impact of a pandemic on the economy could affect overall interest rates and currency exchange rates. Creditworthiness of counterparties would be affected and additional non-modeled credit defaults and downgrades would be expected.
6. Continued

- Systemic risk: global financial crisis

(i) Even given ABC’s “buy and hold” strategy, many of its counterparties might default, particularly from private placements, negatively affecting its cash inflows. Investments might have to be restructured, affecting cash inflows in the short-term. For investment-grade securities, particularly government-issued securities, there might a flight to quality; therefore their cash flows might not be affected at all, even increasing in price if ABC needs to liquidate them to fund some of its liabilities.

(ii) This event would certainly influence the modelling of market risk (interest rates, currency exchange rates) as was observed during the 2008 financial crisis. For example, Central Banks drastically modified their interest rate structures and their implementation of quantitative easing impacted long-term rates during the crisis. Insurance risk might be less affected particularly if ABC is capable of maintaining its AA rating. Credit risk modeling would certainly have to be updated, particularly for defaults and downgrades on some of its investment portfolios.
7. Learning Objectives:
1. The candidate will understand the types of risks faced by an entity and be able to identify and analyze these risks.

2. The candidate will understand the concepts of risk modeling and be able to evaluate and understand the importance of risk models.

Learning Outcomes:
(1c) Identify and assess the potential impact of risks faced by an entity, including but not limited to market risk, currency risk, credit risk, counterparty risk, spread risk, liquidity risk, interest rate risk, equity risk, hazard/insurance risk, inflationary risk, environmental risk, pricing risk, product risk, operational risk, project risk and strategic risk.

(2h) Construct approaches to modeling various risks and evaluate how an entity makes decisions about techniques to model, measure and aggregate risks including but not limited to stochastic processes.

Sources:
U.S. Property-Casualty: Underwriting Cycle Modeling and Risk Benchmarks, Section 2 pp. 5-18

Commentary on Question:
Generally candidates who were familiar with the material were able to provide fair answers to the questions. Most candidates did well on the first two parts of the question. For the calculation part as well as the last two parts, some candidates were able to provide satisfactory answers while some others were not able to answer.

Solution:
(a) Describe the underwriting cycle pattern resulting from Capacity Constraint Theory.

Commentary on Question:
Most candidates did well on this question.
7. Continued

The cycle focuses on the dynamic relationship of surplus and pricing, four stages happened one after another and become a cycle, A-B-C-D-A and etc.

Stage A: Adequate pricing brings profits and increased surplus

Stage B: Flush with surplus, competitive pressure leads to decreasing prices.

Stage C: Inadequate pricing leads to net losses and decreased surplus

Stage D: Low surplus constrains writings; prices rise because supply cannot meet demand.

(b) 
(i) Describe how the Total Premium Share (“TPS”) can be used in the analysis of the underwriting cycle.

(ii) Describe what it means to be in a softening or down regime.

Commentary on Question:
Most candidates were able to answer the questions fairly.

(i) TPS: Ratio of net written premium to private sector GDP

TPS is used to track the market pricing level for a particular year. One should be able to identify the trend/stage by looking at relative changes year on year

(ii) Down Regime: a year in which the TPS is lower than the previous year, suggesting a reduction in pricing from previous year.

(c) You model the underwriting cycle using the following Regime Switching Model:

\[
\begin{align*}
Y_0 &= -3.1; Y_t = -3.0 \\
\text{In an UP regime } & Y_{t+1} - Y_t = -0.5 - 0.16 \times Y_t + \varepsilon_{up}; \text{ where } \varepsilon_{up} \sim N(0, 0.0036) \\
\text{In a DOWN regime, } & Y_{t+1} - Y_t = -2.4 - 0.75 \times \min(Y_t - 3.3) + \varepsilon_{down}; \text{ where } \varepsilon_{down} \sim N(0, 0.0016)
\end{align*}
\]

For a selected scenario, you are given the random number sequence (0.8770, 0.2090, 0.6217) from a uniform (0,1) distribution.
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(i) Calculate the TPS for the next three years (round each result to the nearest hundredth).

(ii) Identify the regime for each of the three years.

(iii) Interpret the results for the scenario you have calculated.

**Commentary on Question:**

_Each step, points were given to correct calculations with right/wrong answers derived from the previous steps. Partial points were given for the correct Y values but wrong TPS values. For parts (ii) and (iii), points were given for the correct interpretation using the respective answers from point (i)_

(i)

\[
Y_2-Y_1 = -0.5-0.16*(-3) + 0.06*1.16 = 0.0496 > 0, \quad Y_2 = -2.95
\]

\[
Y_3-Y_2 = -0.5-0.16*(-2.95) + 0.06*(-0.81) = -0.08, \quad Y_3 = -3.03
\]

\[
Y_4-Y_3 = -2.4-0.75*\min(-3.03, 3.3) + 0.04*0.31 = -0.1151, \quad Y_4 = -3.14
\]

TPS for the Y2, Y3, and Y4 = \(\exp(-2.95), \exp(-3.03), \exp(-3.14)\) = 5.23%, 4.85%, 4.32%

(ii) Y1 is in up regime, Y2 is in up Regime, Y3 is in down regime, Y4 is in down regime.

(iii) One could provide the following interpretation: Y1 and Y2 represent stage D to Stage A, where the pricing has been on the increasing trend; while Y3 and Y4 represent stage A to Stage D, when competition drives the price to drop.

(d) Suggest three events that could cause results to be different from Capacity Constraint Theory’s predicted premium share pattern. Justify your answer by providing the possible impact of each event.

**Commentary on Question:**

_Partial points were given to answers with no explanation for the event mentioned._

i) Change of legislation/regulation: This may cause sudden increase in loss potential in some lines of business, resulting in an increase in premium rates going forward.
7. Continued

ii) Unforeseen large losses like Nat Cat losses: At any stage, an unforeseen large loss could cause a sudden premium rate increase

iii) Financial crisis: A financial crisis may cause a sudden liquidity constraint to capital, resulting in a premium rate change without actual claims.

(e) Evaluate the impact that alternative risk transfer mechanisms, where investors provide risk capital and take insurance risk on an opportunistic basis, might have on the underwriting cycle.

Commentary on Question:
Most candidates were able to demonstrate some understanding with the mechanisms. Points were given to reasonable answers other from the sample solution.

Opportunistic capital will try to profit from the up trending regime and withdraw at the down regime. Therefore it will shorten the cycle/period.
8. Learning Objectives:
1. The candidate will understand the types of risks faced by an entity and be able to identify and analyze these risks.
2. The candidate will understand the concepts of risk modeling and be able to evaluate and understand the importance of risk models.
4. The candidate will understand the approaches for managing risks and how an entity makes decisions about appropriate techniques.

Learning Outcomes:
(1c) Identify and assess the potential impact of risks faced by an entity, including but not limited to market risk, currency risk, credit risk, counterparty risk, spread risk, liquidity risk, interest rate risk, equity risk, hazard/insurance risk, inflationary risk, environmental risk, pricing risk, product risk, operational risk, project risk and strategic risk.

(2h) Construct approaches to modeling various risks and evaluate how an entity makes decisions about techniques to model, measure and aggregate risks including but not limited to stochastic processes.

(4j) Demonstrate risk management strategies for other key risks (for example, operational, strategic, legal, and insurance risks).

(4k) Apply best practices in risk measurement, modeling and management of various financial and non-financial risks faced by an entity.

Sources:
ERM-415-17: Strategic Risk Management in Insurance: Navigating the Rough Waters Ahead, Deloitte
ERM-107-12: Strategic Risk Management Practice, Anderson and Schroder, 2010 Ch. 7 Strategic Risk Analysis

Commentary on Question:
This question is designed to test candidates’ understanding of the importance of strategic risk management (SRM). Candidates who demonstrated the understanding of various aspects of General Insurance traditional ERM and SRM and explained the advantages and disadvantages of each approach received the most points.

Solution:
(a) Your first step is to introduce SRM to the senior management.

Compare and contrast SRM and traditional ERM.
8. Continued

Commentary on Question:
Candidates did well on this part of the question. For (a), most candidates recognized that traditional ERM focused on potential downsides of disruptive risks while strategic risks usually have a flip side. Candidates who demonstrated characteristics of traditional ERM only received partial credit.

Traditional ERM
- Manage the potential downside of disruptive risks and minimize potential losses.
- Traditional ERM focuses risks from underwriting, reserve adequacy and reinsurance adequacy, and managing risks in the investment portfolio.
- Goal of traditional ERM is to protect company against tangible, knowable, and measurable risks and rely on historical data to develop future mitigation strategies.

SRM
- SRM achieves faster growth by preparing them to capitalize on the resulting opportunities.
- SRM addresses potentially disruptive changes in society, technology, and the economy, posing potentially overwhelming competitive threats.
- SRM not only addresses the potential downside of risk. Strategic risks usually have a “flip side” in that they often come with an opportunity to achieve significant growth.

(b) Next, you share your PP analysis with senior management.

(i) Describe two emerging strategic challenges to Pryde in the PP insurance market.

(ii) Describe specific methods you could use to demonstrate the strategic risk of continuing to issue PP and how you would apply them.

Commentary on Question:
Candidates did not perform well on this part. For (b) (i), the question asked for answers specific to Pryde’s PP insurance market. Candidates that give Pryde-specific answers received more credit than candidates who provided generic answers.
8. Continued

(i) a. Pryde’s PP will be available online. Crossing selling through different distribution channels is an emerging challenge.

b. Political, social, and economic issues are emerging. Pryde’s PP insurance is faced with political pressure to introduce more transparent products. An increasing trend in the demand and supply of welfare benefit will generally impose a higher proportion of consumption being spent on services. PP industry is also faced with a trend towards higher demands from younger employees for personal growth and job satisfaction.

(ii) a. An SRM report with scenarios for top strategic risks should become part of a regular formal discussion for the Pryde’s management team and board of directors to debate potential outcomes and think through options to manage threats and opportunities. The dual nature of strategic risks will require Pryde to develop a two-way approach to deal with them, encompassing both mitigation and commercialization tactics.

b. The task for the SRM team along with Pryde’s leaders is to consider a solution matrix that helps design optimal responses for each scenario. Moreover, it is important to circulate the scenario-based action plan among the entire executive leadership team, which could then participate in regular simulation exercises to ensure the company is prepared should a strategic risk emerge or intensify. Such exercises may involve designing and testing a response for each scenario with clearly laid out assumptions.

c. An SRM dimension of an insurer’s risk report should be developed, weighing the potential impact—both positive and negative—of strategic risks as they are identified. This requires a rigorous analysis of externally focused information such as the economic environment, technological shifts, demographic changes, competitor activity, and developments in the industries where an insurer does business.

(c) Despite your convincing analysis that Pryde should divest from the PP marketplace, management will likely oppose the divestment due to non-financial, human tendencies (cognitive biases and individual/psychological/behavioral factors).

(i) Identify and describe three tendencies that may prevent acceptance of your analysis.

(ii) Describe how you can interact with senior management to counter these tendencies.
Commentary on Question:
Candidates generally did well on Part (c). For part (i) most candidates identified and described three tendencies of Pryde’s management. For part (ii), candidates who provided reasonable answers other than model solutions that address management’s tendencies also received full credit.

(i)

a. Human’s Optimism when facing uncertainty. Pricing for future costs allows for optimism for underwriting, especially when performance and status are tied to revenue productions. As an example, people tend to remove asbestos data because the optimism of “it won’t happen again”, but they don’t load for the future unknown asbestos. This leads to the risk of underpricing.

b. Management’s Tendency toward Business Retention. Management has a tendency toward business retention at times of renewal, especially when loss ratio is low. Insurers want to hold onto the good risks that they worked hard to attract. Furthermore, with fixed expenses dollars of running the business operations, a significant drop in premium would drive up expense ratios. As a result, in a soft market environment, even the more knowledgeable insurers are forced to cut prices to defend their market share. This exacerbates premium deficiency and the amplitude of the pricing cycle.

c. The tendency to hold business relates to the operational challenge of market entry and exit in insurance. Since the operation requires
- a fixed staff of underwriting expertise and data systems, and
- a good long-term relationship with brokers, produces and customers.
This makes defending premium a natural response.

(ii)

a. Brainstorming around the broader implications of a risk that is disruptive, or has the potential to be so, can give the management team and board members a framework to begin thinking about potential existential threats and how to address them more proactively.

b. Insurers also have an opportunity to use such simulation tools to test their responses to potential strategic threats under different scenarios. Such tools can help broaden strategic brainstorming and serve as a quick reference during real-life situations. Without such simulations, executives are more likely to fall victim to one or more of the biases noted above, and may not be fully prepared to proactively either offset the threat posed by a potential strategic risk, or capitalize on the opportunity it may present.

c. Make them aware of the biases by showing financial experience/reports.